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1 Introduction
Let us consider a nonlinear eigenvalue problem of the form8>><>>:
(; u) 2 RKR


[DuD(v   u) + p(x; u)(v   u)] dx   R


u(v   u) dx 8v 2 KR


u2 dx = 2
; (1:1)
where 
 is a bounded open subset of Rn, K is a convex closed subset of H10 (
) of the
form
K =

u 2 H10 (
) :  1  u   2
	
;
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2p is a given nonlinearity and  > 0.
If p(x; ) is odd,  1 =   2 and suitable qualitative conditions are satised, it has
been shown that (1.1) admits a sequence (j ; uj) of solutions with j ! +1 (see [6,
8, 18]).
Therefore one can ask what happens, if (1.1) is subjected to a non-symmetric
perturbation. More precisely, one can expect that the number of solutions of the
perturbed problem becomes greater and greater, as the perturbed problem approaches
the original symmetric problem.
This type of result has been proved in [13], for a perturbation of (1.1) of the form8>>>>><>>>>>:
(; u) 2 RKR


[DuD(v   u) + (p(x; u) + qh(x; u)) (v   u)] dx+
+ < h; v   u > 
R


u(v   u) dx 8v 2 KR


u2 dx = 2
where qh and h become smaller and smaller in a suitable sense.
The purpose of this paper is to get the same result for a perturbation of (1.1) of
the form8>><>>:
(; u) 2 RKhR


[DuD(v   u) + p(x; u)(v   u)] dx   R


u(v   u) dx 8v 2 KhR


u2 dx = 2
: (1:2)
Here (Kh) is a sequence of convex closed subsets of H10 (
) convergent to K in the
sense of Mosco [21]. Our main contribution (Theorem (3.12) ) asserts that for every
m 2 N there exists h 2 N such that for every h  h problem (1.2) admits at least m
solutions.
In the case of equations, results of this kind have been obtained in [1, 4, 17].
Moreover, in some situations, the perturbed problem has still innitely many solutions
(see [3, 4, 5, 19, 22, 26]).
3For variational inequalities, situations of this type have been considered in bifur-
cation problems (see, for instance, [11, 12, 14, 20, 23, 24]). However, in that case the
limit problem (1.1) has a very particular structure (K is a convex cone and p(x; ) is
linear). Moreover, it is Kh = theK with th ! +1 and eK a xed closed convex set.
As an example, suppose that  2 H1(
) and consider two sequences ( h) and
('h) in H
1(
) such that
'h  0   h a. e.
lim
h
 h =  ; lim
h
'h =   
in the strong topology of H1(
) . Then the case in which
K =

u 2 H10 (
) :    u   a. e.
	
;
Kh =

u 2 H10 (
) : 'h  u   h a. e.
	
can be treated by our approach, even if it has not the structure of a bifurcation
problem.
In the next section, we modify the notion of essential value, introduced in [13],
to get a tool suitable for our purposes. The most important section is the third one,
where we prove the main results.
The author wishes to thank professor Marco Degiovanni for helpful discussions.
2 Essential values of continuous functionals
In the following X will denote a metric space endowed with the metric d and f : X !
R a continuous function. If b 2 R := R [ f 1;+1g, let us set
f b = fu 2 X : f(u)  bg :
4For the topological notions involved in this section, the reader is referred to [25].
(2.1) Denition. Let a; b 2 R with a  b. The pair  f b; fa is said to be trivial, if
for every neighbourhood [0; 00] of a and [0; 00] of b
 
0; 00; 0; 00 2 R there exists
a continuous map H : f0  [0; 1]! f00 such that
H(x; 0) = x 8x 2 f0 ;
H

f
0  f1g

 f00 ;
H

f
0  [0; 1]

 f00 :
(2.2) Remark. If  < 0 in the above denition, we can suppose, without loss of
generality, thatH(x; t) = x on f[0; 1]. Actually, it is sucient to substituteH(x; t)
with H (x; t#(x)) , where # : f0 ! [0; 1] is a continuous function with #(x) = 0 for
f(x)   and #(x) = 1 for f(x)  0.
(2.3) Theorem. Let a; c; d; b 2 R with a < c < d < b. Let us assume that the pairs 
f b; f c

and
 
fd; fa

are trivial.
Then the pair
 
f b; fa

is trivial.
Proof. Let [0; 00] be a neighbourhood of a and [0; 00] a neighbourhood of b. Without
loss of generality, we can assume 00 < c and 0 > d. Moreover, let c <  < d. There
exists a continuous map H1 : f0  [0; 1] ! f00 such that H1(x; 0) = x 8x 2
f
0
, H1

f
0  f1g

 f , H1

f
00  [0; 1]

 f and such that H1(x; t) = x on
f
0  [0; 1]. Moreover there exists a continuous map H2 : f  [0; 1]! f0 such that
H2(x; 0) = x 8x 2 f , H2 (f  f1g)  f00 , H2

f
0  [0; 1]

 f00 . If we dene
H : f0  [0; 1]! f00 by
H(u; t) =
(H1(u; 2t) 0  t  12
H2 (H1(u; 1); 2t  1) 12  t  1
;
5it turns out that H is a continuous map with the required properties, therefore the
thesis follows.
(2.4) Denition. A real number c is said to be an essential value of f , if for every
" > 0 there exist a; b 2]c "; c+"[ with a < b such that the pair  f b; fa is not trivial.
(2.5) Remark. The set of essential values of f is closed in R.
(2.6) Theorem. Let a; b 2 R with a < b. Let us assume that f has no essential
value in ]a; b[.
Then the pair
 
f b; fa

is trivial.
Proof. For a slightly dierent notion of essential value, the assertion is proved in [13,
Theorem (2.5)]. Taking into account Theorem (2.3) , the same argument works in
the present context.
Now let us recall a notion from [9, 15].
(2.7) Denition. For every u 2 X let us denote by jdf j(u) the supremum of the 's
in [0;+1[ such that there exist  > 0 and a continuous map H : B(u) [0; ] ! X
with
d(H(v; t); v)  t ;
f(H(v; t))  f(v)  t :
The extended real number jdf j(u) is called the weak slope of f at u.
If X is a Finsler manifold of class C1 and f a function of class C1, it turns out
that jdf j(u) = kdf(u)k for every u 2 X.
Let us point out that the above notion has been independently introduced also in
[16].
6(2.8) Denition. An element u 2 X is said to be a critical point of f , if jdf j(u) = 0.
A real number c is said to be a critical value of f , if there exists a critical point u 2 X
of f such that f(u) = c. Otherwise c is said to be a regular value of f .
(2.9) Denition. Let c be a real number. The function f is said to satisfy the
Palais - Smale condition at level c ((PS)c in short), if every sequence (uh) in X with
jdf j(uh)! 0 and f(uh)! c admits a subsequence (uhk) converging in X.
(2.10) Theorem. Let c be an essential value of f . Let us assume that X is complete
and f satises (PS)c.
Then c is a critical value of f .
Proof. Again the result is proved in [13, Theorem (2.10)] for a slightly dierent notion
of essential value, but the same argument works in our case.
(2.11) Theorem. Let E be a normed space, D a symmetric subset of E with respect
to the origin with 0 62 D and f : D ! R an even continuous function. Let us assume
that D is non-empty and k connected for every k  0. For every h  1 let us set
ch = inf
C2 h
sup
u2C
f(u) ;
where  h is the family of compact subsets of D of the form '(S
h 1) with ' : Sh 1 ! D
continuous and odd.
Then  h 6= ; for every h  1 and we have
sup
h
ch  sup fc 2 R : c is an essential value of fg
with the convention sup ; =  1.
Proof. In [13, Theorem (2.12)] it is shown that  h 6= ; for every h  1.
Let us set
 = sup fc 2 R : c is an essential value of fg :
7It is readily seen that c1 = inf
D
f is an essential value of f or c1 =  1. Therefore
c1  . By contradiction let us assume that sup
h
ch > . Hence there exists h  1 such
that ch   < ch+1. Let a; ; 0; 00 2 R be such that  <  < 0 < a < 00 < ch+1.
There exists ' : Sh 1 ! D continuous and odd with '(Sh 1)  f and there exists
a homotopy H : Sh 1  [0; 1] ! D between ' and a constant map. Since a > , f
has no essential value in ]a;+1[. By Theorem (2.6) the pair (D; fa) is trivial. Let
 = max

f(H(x; t)) : x 2 Sh 1; t 2 [0; 1]	 :
Then there exists a continuous map  : f[0; 1]! D such that (x; 0) = x 8x 2 f ,

 
f  f1g  f00 ,  f0  [0; 1]  f00 and (x; t) = x on f  [0; 1]. Let us
dene K : Sh 1  [0; 1] ! f00 by K(x; t) = (H(x; t); 1). Then K is a homotopy
between ' : Sh 1 ! f00 and a constant map. By [17, Lemma VI.4.5] there exists
 : Sh ! f00 continuous and odd. This is absurd, as 00 < ch+1.
3 Multiplicity of solutions for non-symmetric variational inequalities
Let 
 be a bounded open subset of Rn with n  3, let p : 
R! R be a Caratheodory
function such that
p(x; s) =  p(x; s) ;
s p(x; s)  0 ;
jp(x; s)j  a(x) + bjsjr
with a 2 L 2nn+2 (
), b 2 R, 0 < r < n+2n 2 and let  > 0. For every h 2 N := N [ f+1g
let Kh be a convex closed subset of H10 (
) with 0 2 Kh such that the sequence (Kh)
is convergent to K1 in the sense of Mosco [21]. This means that the following two
properties are satised:
8a) if hj ! +1, uj 2 Khj and uj is weakly convergent to u in H10 (
), then u 2 K1;
b) for every u 2 K1 there exists a sequence (uh) strongly convergent to u in H10 (
)
with uh 2 Kh.
In the following k  kp will denote the norm in Lp(
) and k  k1;p the norm in
W 1;p(
).
We are concerned with the family of nonlinear eigenvalue problems8>><>>:
(; u) 2 RKhR


[DuD(v   u) + p(x; u)(v   u)] dx   R


u(v   u) dx 8v 2 KhR


u2 dx = 2
: (3:1)
Problems (3.1) have a variational structure. Let us set
S =

u 2 L2(
) :
Z


u2 dx = 2

and let us dene for every h 2 N the functional fh : Kh \ S ! R by
fh(u) =
1
2
Z


jDuj2 dx +
Z


P (x; u) dx ;
where P (x; s) =
R s
0
p(x; t) dt. In the following, the set Kh \ S will be endowed with
the H10 -metric.
Let us recall a denition from [7].
(3.2) Denition. Let C be a convex subset of a Banach space X, let M be a
hypersurface in X of class C1, let u 2 C \M and let (u) 2 X 0 be a unit normal
vector to M at u. The sets C and M are said to be tangent at u, if we have either
< (u); v   u > 0 8v 2 C
or
< (u); v   u > 0 8v 2 C ;
9where < ;  > is the pairing between X 0 and X.
The sets C and M are said to be tangent, if they are tangent at some point of
C \M .
Let us set
D =

(h; u) 2 N S : u 2 Kh and Kh and S are not tangent at u
	
:
In the following, D will be endowed with the topology induced by N L2(
).
(3.3) Theorem. For every ~" > 0 there exists a continuous map
 : D ! H10 (
)
such that for every (h; u) 2 D we have
(h; u) 2 Kh ;
Z


u((h; u)  u) dx > 0 ;
k(h; u)  uk2  ~" ;
1
2
kD(h; u)k22 
1
2
kDuk22 + ~" :
Proof. For every (h; u) 2 D let us denote by (h; u) the set of 's in ]0;+1[ such
that there exists u+ 2 Kh withZ


u(u+   u)dx >  ; ku+   uk2 < ~" ; 1
2
kDu+k22 <
1
2
kDuk22 + ~" :
10
Because of the denition of D, for every (h; u) 2 D we can nd u+ 2 Kh withR


u(u+   u)dx > 0 . By substituting u+ with (1   t)u + tu+ for some t 2]0; 1[, we
can also suppose that ku+   uk2 < ~" , and 12kDu+k22 < 12kDuk22 + ~" . Therefore
(h; u) is a non-empty interval in R.
Moreover, let us consider  2 (1; u) and let us choose u+ 2 K1 according to
the denition of (1; u). Let (u+h ) be a sequence converging to u+ in H10 (
) with
(u+h ) 2 Kh. Then it is readily seen that  2 (h; v) for every (h; v) suciently close
to (1; u) in D.
Now it is easy to see that, for every (h; u) 2 D and for every  2 (h; u), we have
 2 (k; v) whenever (k; v) is suciently close to (h; u) 2 D. Therefore there exists
a continuous function  : D !]0;+1[ such that (h; u) 2 (h; u).
For every (h; u) 2 D let us denote by F(h; u) the set of u+'s in Kh such thatZ


u(u+   u)dx  (h; u) ; ku+   uk2  ~" ; 1
2
kDu+k22 
1
2
kDuk22 + ~" :
Then F(h; u) is a non-empty closed convex subset of H10 (
).
Let (1; u) 2 D, u+ 2 F(1; u) and " > 0. Let u^+ 2 K1 be related to (1; u),
as in the denition of (1; u). By substituting u^+ with (1   t)u+ + tu^+ for some
t 2]0; 1[, we can suppose that ku^+   u+k1;2 < "2 . Let (u^+h ) be a sequence converging
to u^+ in H10 (
) with u^
+
h 2 Kh. Then it is readily seen that ku^+h   u+k1;2 < " and
u^+h 2 F(h; v) for every (h; v) suciently close to (1; u) in D.
Now it is easy to see that the multifunction f(h; u) 7 ! F(h; u)g is lower semi-
continuous on D. By Michael selection theorem [2, Theorem (1.11.1)] there exists a
continuous map  : D ! H10 (
) such that (h; u) 2 F(h; u) and the thesis follows.
(3.4) Lemma. Let us assume that K1 and S are not tangent. Then for every
b 2 R and "^ > 0 there exists a function  : D ! H10 (
) as in Theorem (3.3) such that
1
2
Z


jDvj2 dx +
Z


P (x; v) dx  f1(u) + "^
11
whenever
v = 
(1  t)u+ t(1; u)
k(1  t)u+ t(1; u)k2
with u 2 f b1 , t 2 [0; 1] :
Proof. By contradiction, let us assume that there exist b 2 R, "^ > 0, uj 2 f b1, tj 2
[0; 1] and a sequence of functions j : D ! H10 (
) such that kj(1; uj)   ujk2  1j ,
1
2kDj(1; uj)k22  12kDujk22 + 1j and
1
2
Z


jDvj j2 dx +
Z


P (x; vj) dx >
1
2
Z


jDuj j2 dx +
Z


P (x; uj) dx + "^
with
vj = 
(1  tj)uj + tjj(1; uj)
k(1  tj)uj + tjj(1; uj)k2 :
Up to a subsequence, (uj) is weakly convergent in H
1
0 (
) to some u 2 K1\S. Hence
we have that j(1; uj) * u in H10 (
). It follows that [(1  tj)uj + tjj(1; uj)] *
u in H10 (
), hence vj * u in H
1
0 (
). On the other hand, from k(1   tj)uj +
tjj(1; uj)k2   we deduce that
1
2
Z


jDuj j2 dx +
Z


P (x; uj) dx + "^ <
1
2
Z


jDvj j2 dx +
Z


P (x; vj) dx 
 1
2
Z


jDuj j2 dx + 1
j
+
Z


P (x; vj) dx :
For j suciently large we get a contradiction and the thesis follows.
For every h 2 N let us denote by h : H10 (
) ! Kh the orthogonal projection in
H10 (
) on the closed convex set Kh.
(3.5) Lemma. Let us assume that K1 and S are not tangent. Let b 2 R, "^ > 0
and  : D ! H10 (
) be as in the previous lemma. Moreover, if u 2 K1 \ S and
h((1; u)) 6= 0, let
Ph(u) = 
h((1; u))
kh((1; u))k2 :
12
Then there exists h 2 N such that the following facts hold:
a) for every h  h the sets Kh and S are not tangent at u, whenever u 2 f b+2"^h ;
b) for every h; k 2 N with h; k  h and u 2 f bk we have
kh((k; u))k2 >  ;
fh


h((k; u))
kh((k; u))k2

 fk(u) + 2"^ ;
c) for every h  h , u 2 f b1 and t 2 [0; 1] we have
k(1  t)(1; P1(u)) + t1((h; Ph(u)))k2 >  ;
f1


(1  t)(1; P1(u)) + t1((h; Ph(u)))
k(1  t)(1; P1(u)) + t1((h; Ph(u)))k2

 f1(u) + 4"^ :
Proof. Let us prove property a). By contradiction, let us assume that there exist
hk ! +1 and uk 2 f b+2"^hk such that Khk and S are tangent at uk. Since 0 2 Khk ,
we have Z


uk(v   uk) dx  0 8v 2 Khk
and, up to a subsequence, (uk) is weakly convergent in H
1
0 (
) to some u 2 K1 \ S.
Let v 2 K1. There exists vh 2 Kh such that vh ! v in H10 (
). Therefore for every
k 2 N we have Z


uk (vhk   uk) dx  0 ;
which implies Z


u(v   u) dx  0 :
a contradiction, because K1 and S are not tangent.
Let us prove property b). First of all, by contradiction, let us assume that there
exist hj ! +1, kj ! +1 and uj 2 f bkj such thathj ((kj ; uj))2   :
13
Up to a subsequence, (uj) is weakly convergent in H
1
0 (
) to some u 2 K1 \ S.
Consequently, ((kj ; uj)) is strongly convergent in H
1
0 (
) to (1; u). Let vh be a
sequence converging to (1; u) in H10 (
) with vh 2 Kh . We have thathj ((kj ; uj))   (kj ; uj)1;2  kvhj   (kj ; uj)k1;2 :
Therefore hj ((kj ; uj))! (1; u) in H10 (
), which implies k(1; u)k2   . This is
absurd, as
R


u((1; u)  u)dx > 0 :
Now, by contradiction, let us assume that there exist hj ! +1, kj ! +1 and
uj 2 f bkj such that
fhj


hj ((kj ; uj))
khj ((kj ; uj))k2

> fkj (uj) + 2"^ :
Up to a subsequence, (uj) is weakly convergent in H
1
0 (
) to some u 2 K1 \ S. As
in the previous argument, it follows hj ((kj ; uj))! (1; u) in H10 (
). Since
f1(u)  lim inf
j
fkj(uj) ;
by Lemma (3.4) we get a contradiction.
Let us prove property c). First of all, by contradiction, let us assume that there
exist hk ! +1, uk 2 f b1 and tk 2 [0; 1] such that
k(1  tk)(1; P1(uk)) + tk1((hk; Phk(uk)))k2   :
Up to a subsequence, (uk) is weakly convergent in H
1
0 (
) to some u 2 K1\S. As in
the proof of property b) , we have that hk ((1; uk))! (1; u) in H10 (
). It follows
Phk(uk) ! P1(u) and (hk; Phk(uk)) ! (1; P1(u)) in H10 (
). As in the proof of
b) , we get a contradiction.
Finally, by contradiction, let us assume that there exist hk ! +1, uk 2 f b1 and
tk 2 [0; 1] such that
f1


(1  tk)(1; P1(uk)) + tk1((hk; Phk(uk)))
k(1  tk)(1; P1(uk)) + tk1((hk; Phk(uk)))k2

> f1(uk) + 4"^ :
14
Up to a subsequence, (uk) is weakly convergent in H
1
0 (
) to some u 2 K1 \ S. As
in the previous argument, we have (1  tk)(1; P1(uk)) + tk1((hk; Phk(uk)))!
(1; P1(u)) in H10 (
). Therefore by Lemma (3.4) we get a contradiction.
(3.6) Lemma. Let us assume that K1 and S are not tangent and let b 2 R and
"^ > 0 .
Then there exists h 2 N and, for every h  h , two continuous maps
Ph : f
b
1 ! Kh \ S ; Qh : f b+"^h ! K1 \ S
such that fh(Ph(u))  f1(u)+ "^ , f1(Qh(v))  fh(v)+ "^ for every u 2 f b1 , v 2 f b+"^h
and such that Qh  Ph : f b1 ! f b+2"^1 is homotopic to the inclusion map f b1 ! f b+2"^1
by a homotopy H : f b1  [0; 1]! f b+2"^1 such that
8(u; t) 2 f b1  [0; 1] : f1(H(u; t))  f1(u) + 2"^ :
Proof. Let us consider (b+ "^) and "^=2 . Let  : D ! H10 (
) be as in Lemma (3.4) and
let h 2 N be as in Lemma (3.5) . According to Lemma (3.5) , for every h 2 N with
h  h let us set
8u 2 f b1 : Ph(u) = 
h((1; u))
kh((1; u))k2 ;
8v 2 f b+"^h : Qh(v) = 
1((h; v))
k1((h; v))k2 :
By Lemma (3.5) it is readily seen that Ph and Qh are well dened, continuous and
satisfy fh(Ph(u))  f1(u) + "^ , f1(Qh(v))  fh(v) + "^ for every u 2 f b1 , v 2 f b+"^h .
Now let us dene H0 : f b1  [0; 1]! f b+"^1 by
H0(u; t) =  (1  t)u+ t(1; u)k(1  t)u+ t(1; u)k2 :
15
Then H0(u; 0) = u and, by Lemma (3.4) , we have f1(H0(u; t))  f1(u) + "^ .
Essentially in the same way, we can dene H1 : f b1  [0; 1]! f b+2"^1 by
H1(u; t) =  (1  t)P1(u) + t(1; P1(u))k(1  t)P1(u) + t(1; P1(u))k2 :
Thus, H1(u; 0) = H0(u; 1) and f1(H1(u; t))  f1(u) + 2"^ .
Finally, let us dene H2 : f b1  [0; 1]! f b+2"^1 by
H2(u; t) =  (1  t)(1; P1(u)) + t1((h; Ph(u)))k(1  t)(1; P1(u)) + t1((h; Ph(u)))k2 :
By Lemma (3.5) , H2 is well dened, continuous, with f1(H2(u; t))  f1(u) + 2"^ .
Moreover, H2(u; 0) = H1(u; 1) and H2(u; 1) = Qh(Ph(u)) . The proof is complete.
Now we can prove a perturbation theorem concerning the essential values of f1 .
Remark that, so far, K1 is any convex closed subset of H10 (
) with 0 2 K1 .
(3.7) Theorem. Let us assume that K1 and S are not tangent. Let c 2 R be an
essential value of f1 .
Then for every " > 0 there exists h 2 N such that for every h  h the functional
fh has an essential value in ]c  "; c+ "[.
Proof. By contradiction, let us assume there exist " > 0 and hk ! +1 such that fhk
has no essential value in ]c  "; c+ "[.
Let a; b 2]c   "; c + "[ with a < b. Let us prove that the pair  f b1; fa1 is trivial.
Let [0; 00] be a neighbourhood of a and [0; 00] be a neighbourhood of b. Since fhk
has no essential value in ]a; b[ , the pair
 
f bhk ; f
a
hk

is trivial by Theorem (2.6) . Let
a0; a00; b0; b00 2 R be such that 0 < a0 < a < a00 < 00 and 0 < b0 < b < b00 < 00.
For every k 2 N there exists a continuous function Kk : f b0hk  [0; 1] ! f b
00
hk
such that
Kk(u; 0) = u, Kk

f b
0
hk
 f1g

 fa00hk , Kk

fa
0
hk
 [0; 1]

 fa00hk . Let "^ > 0 be such that
0 + "^  a0, a00 + "^  00, 0 + "^  b0, b00 + "^  00.
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Now let h, Ph and Qh be related to 
00 and "^ as in Lemma (3.6) and let k 2 N be
such that hk  h. Let us dene H : f01  [0; 1]! f
00
1 by
H(u; t) = Qhk (Kk(Phk(u); t)) :
Of course H

f
0
1  f1g

 f001 and H

f
0
1  [0; 1]

 f001 . By Lemma (3.6)
H(; 0) :

f
0
1 ; f
0
1

!

f
00
1 ; f
00
1

is homotopic to the inclusion map. Therefore the
pair
 
f b1; f
a
1

is trivial.
We conclude that c is not an essential value of f1 : a contradiction.
(3.8) Theorem. Let us assume that K1 and S are not tangent.
Then for every b 2 R there exists h 2 N such that for every h  h the following
facts hold:
a) for every u 2 f bh there exist  2 R and  2 H 1(
) such that kk = jdfhj(u) andZ


[DuD(v u)+p(x; u)(v u)] dx  
Z


u(v u) dx+ < ; v u > 8v 2 Kh ;
b) the function fh veries (PS)c for every c  b.
Proof. Let b 2 R. By Lemma (3.5) there exists h 2 N such that for every h  h the
sets Kh and S are not tangent at u, for every u 2 f bh. Then the argument is the same
of [13, Theorem (3.10)].
Now let us consider the case in which
K1 =

u 2 H10 (
) :   (x)  ~u(x)   (x) cap. q.e. in 

	
; (3:9)
where  : 
 ! [0;+1] is a quasi-lower semicontinuous function such thatR


 2 dx > 2 and ~u is a quasi-continuous representative of u. For notions and
results related to capacities, the reader is referred to [10].
Let us recall a characterization from [13].
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(3.10) Theorem. The following facts hold:
a) given u 2 K1 \ S, the sets K1 and S are tangent at u, if and only if
~u(x) 6= 0 =) j~u(x)j =  (x) cap. q.e. in 
 ;
b) the sets K1 and S are tangent, if and only if there exists a measurable subset E
of 
 such that the function  
E
is quasi-continuous and belongs to H10 (
) \ S.
(3.11) Theorem. Let us assume that K1 and S are not tangent. Then the
functional f1 : K1 \ S ! R admits a sequence (dh) of essential values with dh !
+1.
Proof. Also this result is proved in [13, Theorem (3.9)] with a slightly dierent notion
of esssential value. Taking into account Theorem (2.11) the same argument can be
repeated in our situation.
Now we can prove our main result.
(3.12) Theorem. Let us assume that K1 has the form (3.9) and that K1 and S
are not tangent. Then for every m 2 N there exists h 2 N such that for every h  h
the problem (3.1) has at least m solutions (1; u1);    ; (m; um) with u1;    ; um all
distinct.
Proof. By Theorem (3.11) we can nd m distinct essential values d1 <    < dm of
f1. Let b = dm + 1 and let " 2]0; 1[ be such that 2" < di   di 1 for every i. By
Theorem (3.7) there exists h1 2 N such that for every h  h1 the functional fh has
an essential value in every ]di   "; di + "[, hence it has at least m distinct essential
values in ] 1; dm + "[. Let us choose h2 2 N according to Theorem (3.8) and let us
set h = maxfh1; h2g. If h  h, fh has m distinct critical values in ] 1; dm + "[ by
Theorems (2.10) and (3.8) , hence m distinct critical points u1;    ; um. By Theorem
18
(3.8) there exist 1;    ; m 2 R such that (i; ui) is a solution of (3.1) , and the
assertion follows.
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